INNOVATION and TECHNOLOGY LAW SUMMER SCHOOL
Padova June 18 – 22, 2018

Programme

Monday 18 June (4 to 7 p.m.)
DIGITAL ECONOMY AND THE LAW

Introductory Speech: Legal Challenges of Digitalization
Prof. Claudia Sandei, UNIPD
The Role of Patents in Information and Communication Technologies
Prof. Fabio Manenti, UNIPD
Google and European Competition Law
Prof. Marco Cian, UNIPD
Promoting Innovation: U.S laws versus European laws, and Their Effect on New Technology Development
Prof. Shahrokh Falati, University of Albany (USA)

7. p.m. WELCOME COCKTAIL

Tuesday 19 June (9 a.m. to 2 p.m.)
BLOCKCHAIN, CRYPTOCURRENCIES AND E-PAYMENTS

What is blockchain?
Prof. Veno Pachovski, UACS - Skopie (MK)
Unchain the Blockchain: revolution in financial markets and corporate business
Emanuela Campani Bernacchi, Partner at Gattai, Minoli, Agostinelli Law Firm
ICO: Financing SMEs and Entrepreneurs through cryptocurrencies
Prof. Claudia Sandei, UNIPD
Regulation for E-payment Systems - Analytical Approaches Beyond Private Ordering
Prof. Subhajit Basu, University of Leeds (UK)

5:00 to 6:30 p.m.: GUIDED TOUR OF PADOVA

Wednesday 20 June (9 a.m. to 2 p.m.)
BIG DATA, DATA ANALYTICS AND DATA PROTECTION

Big Data Analytics: Opportunities and Challenges
Prof. Luigi Salmaso, UNIPD
E-commerce, Big Data Analytics and Consumer Protection
Prof. Subhajit Basu, University of Leeds (UK)
Unlocking the EU General Data Protection Regulation
Prof. Claudia Sandei, UNIPD
New Israel Privacy Protection Regulations (Data Security) 2017
Fredderikke Boogaard, IT Lawyer at Firon & Co. Advocates (IL)

FIELD TRIp TO VENICE (Guided tour and typical dinner)

Thursday 21 June (9 a.m. to 2 p.m.)
IP LAW IN THE DIGITAL AGE

The Legal Framework for Big Data
Tommaso Faelli, Partner at Bonelli Erede Law Firm
Artificial Intelligence and Intellectual Property Rights
Andrea De Gaspari, Partner at De Gaspari Osgnach Law Firm
Prof. Shahrokh Falati, University of Albany (USA)
New Developments in Branding Law
Jennifer Chung, Associate General Counsel at AccuWeather (USA)

2:30 to 3:30 p.m.: GUIDED TOUR OF UNIPD HISTORICAL SITE
8 p.m.: CLOSING DINNER

Friday 22 June (9 a.m. to 1 p.m.)
TREATMENT OF DIGITAL MATERIAL EVIDENCE: A NEW APPROACH

The legal Treatment of Digital Material
Prof. Marko Andonov, UACS - Skopie (MK)
Information System aspects - Law Meets IT
Prof. Veno Pachovski, UACS - Skopie (MK)
Making the Internet a safer place: digital forensics for IP and privacy protection
Dr. Matteo Scapin, KOPJRA